
William Radcliff Birt [FRAS] (1804–1881) 

A British amateur astronomer and selenographer, born in Southwark, Surrey. A very able 

individual, but lacking independent means, he struggled to find a patron and make his way 

in the scientific community. He worked for Sir John Herschel for a while, and for the British 

Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS). Elected FRAS in 1859, he borrowed a 

2¾-inch refractor and started systematic observations of sunspots and lunar features, but he 

lacked a good stand and micrometer.  

He was scraping a living as a minister at a church in Bethnal Green, and by lecturing. In 1862 

John Phillips (1800-1874) renewed his proposal to the BAAS to have observers with 6-inch 

telescopes and cooperate in observing the Moon to produce a better map than Beer and 

Madler’s 37-inch map of 1836. The Royal Society backed the proposal. Birt was promptly 

given free access to Admiral Smyth’s famed 5.9-inch refractor at Hartwell, and from 1863 as 

secretary of the Lunar committee for Mapping the Surface of the Moon, collated observations 

of eleven regular and 24 other observers and issued annual reports 1864-69, but he proposed 

the scale to be 200 inches. Birt used a borrowed 13-inch Newtonian reflector at his home, 

and the 5.9-inch for fine detail.  

After Lee died in 1866, the BAAS enabled Birt to build a small observatory for £90 to house a 

borrowed 4½-inch refractor, but withdrew their support in 1870 due to the slowness of 

mapping. Nevertheless, in the 1871 census he described himself as ‘Astronomer and 

selenographer’. His observatory was probably located at his rented home, Cynthia Villa, 

Clarendon Road, Walthamstow.  

In poor health since 1873, Birt had to stop observing in 1877. By 1881 he had moved again, to 

Leytonstone, completed his census form ‘Astronomer, FRAS’, and died there on the 14. 

December 1881.  


